Abstract-Optimally dispatching photovoltaic (PV) inverters is an efficient way to avoid overvoltage in active distribution networks, which may occur in the case of the PV generation surplus load demand. Typically, the dispatching optimization objective is to identify critical PV inverters that have the most significant impact on the network voltage level. Following, it ensures the optimal set-points of both active power and reactive power for the selected inverters, guaranteeing the entire system operating constraints (e.g., the network voltage magnitude) within reasonable ranges. However, the intermittent nature of solar PV energy may affect the selection of the critical PV inverters and also the final optimal objective value. In order to address this issue, a two-stage robust centralized-optimal dispatch model is proposed in this paper to achieve a robust PV inverter dispatch solution considering the PV output uncertainties. In addition, the conic relaxation-based branch flow formulation and the column-and-constraint generation algorithm are employed to deal with the proposed robust optimization model. Case studies on a 33-bus distribution network and comparisons with the deterministic optimization approach have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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NOMENCLATURE

Parameters
B
Set of buses E Set of branches V Set of buses without installed PV systems [4] . The Photovoltaic (PV) generation, as a renewable energy, accounts for more than 6% of global energy generation in 2014 because of its continuously declining cost [5] . However, the high penetration of PV systems has challenged the operation and control of grid-connected low-voltage distribution networks [6] - [13] . Thus, solutions to those challenging issues are also observed in literature. In [6] and [7] , combining energy storage and PV generation to facilitate scalable plants was studied. It was [8] and [9] that investigated the power quality issues of PV power plants, such as voltage dips and supply interruptions. While [10] - [13] focused on the study of the current harmonic distortion from PV-inverter integration.
In practice, another challenge is associated with overvoltage issue experienced during periods when the total PV generation exceeds the total load demand [14] - [16] . To address this problem, efforts to upgrade inverter controls and advance the existing models for providing ancillary services have been devoted into in such a way that the reliability of electrical power system is attained [17] - [23] . Commonly, these ancillary services include Reactive Power Control (RPC) methods [17] [18], Active Power Curtailment (APC) approaches [19] [20] , Optimal Inverter Dispatch (OID) strategies [21] - [23] , and so on.
For RPC, absorbing or supplying reactive power based on monitoring electrical quantities of a specific area has been recognized as a feasible solution to effective voltage regulation. However, the voltage regulation with reactive power control may come at the cost of low power factor at feeders and high network current, which will thus cause additional power losses and even overheating (e.g., transformers). Alternatively, APC approaches, only effective in low-voltage distribution systems with high resistance-to-inductance ratios (i.e., large R/X), rely on operating inverters at unity power factor, while curtailing a part of the available active power. However, it will decrease the capacity of installed PV active power and make voltage magnitudes more sensitive to variations of the active power output, especially in the case of PV systems of high intermittency. Furthermore, OID strategies are proposed in [21] - [23] to identify critical PV inverters that have the most significant impact on the network performance. Then, the optimal set-points of active power and reactive power of the corresponding inverters can be scheduled, ensuring the voltage regulation. Actually, the OID takes the advantages of both RPC and APC. Hence, the OID methods are of high effectiveness in such applications. Yet, the forecasting uncertainties of PV systems may affect the optimal selection of the critical PV converters for providing ancillary services, since the PV power generation is highly dependent on the environmental conditions [24] [25] . However, this challenge to the OID strategy remains unaddressed.
In order to deal with these uncertainties, the probabilistic and stochastic programming was widely used [26] - [29] . For instance, in [26] , the availability of dispatchable energy storage and PV generation in micro-grids were studied by modeling the stochastic variables computation through their probability distribution functions. In [27] , a stochastic optimal voltage control strategy considering irradiance forecast errors was proposed, where the probability distribution-based stochastic operational risks were defined through chance constraints. Furthermore, a distributed control and generation estimation approach was developed in [28] to coordinate multiple PV systems using stochastic adjacency matrix. In [29] , a search-based optimization method was presented to determine optimal sizing and reliability analysis of a hybrid power system including the renewable resources and energy storage systems considering the probability distribution function of the stochastic renewable resource generation.
Nevertheless, it is usually difficult to obtain the accurate probability distribution function of uncertainties. State-of-the-art robust optimization methods become more and more popular in power system research, due to the effectiveness in achieving robust operation in the presence of uncertainties, since these approaches have lots of advantages: a) an exact hard-to-obtain probability distribution is not required, which facilitates the modeling of uncertainties [30] ; b) the robust optimization model constructs an optimal solution that immunizes against all realizations governed by the uncertainty set, instead of seeking the solution in the probabilistic sense to stochastic uncertainty [31] ; c) the computational tractability is also a primary motivation and goal [32] . It should be noted that the traditional robust optimization models for power system applications in [30] - [32] were based on the DC power flow. It is urgent to study the AC power flow based robust optimization, especially for the distribution networks, since the voltage magnitude should be strictly considered.
In light of the above issues, this paper proposes a robust twostage optimization model to resolve those challenges. Major contributions are summarized as 1) A two-stage robust optimization model is set up for the centralized-optimal dispatch of PV inverters in active distribution networks, considering PV output uncertainties. 2) A general second-order cone programming (SOCP) based column-and-constraint generation (CCG) algorithm is proposed to solve the two-stage robust optimization model in active distribution networks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the general mathematical formulation of the OID model and the conic relaxation method. In Section III, a two-stage robust optimization model is set up for the OID model with the consideration of uncertainties in PV power generation and a column-and-constraint generation algorithm is proposed to solve the proposed model. Numeric results on a 33-bus distribution network are presented in Section VI to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. OPTIMAL DISPATCH MODEL OF PV INVERTERS
A. Distribution Network Model Using Branch Flow Form
It was proposed in [33] that the branch flow formulation was widely used in radial networks to describe the power flow. As shown in Fig. 1 , the branch flow formulation actually reflects the Kirchhoff's law of the network. For a radial network with n + 1 buses and n branches, we have Eq (1) shown at the bottom of the next page. Specifically, the load model is adopted by a constant PQ model, and for given solar irradiation conditions, the maximum available active power from the j-th PV unit is P s , j max . Nevertheless, it has been presented in [21] - [23] that the PV inverters are allowed providing ancillary grid services by curtailing their active power outputs to meet the operation constraints of the distribution networks, such as voltage magnitude limits, current limits, etc.. Certainly, if the j-th PV inverter is chosen to provide ancillary services, it will receive the corresponding reward and its operating space in the PQ plane is given by
On the other hand, if the j-th PV inverter is not chosen to provide ancillary services, its operating state is given by Fig. 2 , the OID strategy allows adjusting both active and reactive powers, which gives the largest operating regions compared to other strategies. Moreover, it can be found that if the PV inverter is chosen to provide ancillary services, the reactive power capability is limited by the inverter rating (i.e., the apparent power and power factor angle), which is given by (2) .
Furthermore, with an increase in the PV penetration, either the current or the total network losses will increase, and thus the efficiency of the PV active power may decrease. As a result, the optimal dispatch model of PV inverters in this paper aims to maximize the total real power surplus (i.e., total PV generation minus network losses), by selecting the subset of critical PV inverters and finding the real and reactive power operating points, while considering various equality and inequality constraints in relation to the power balance and network security. For instance, voltage magnitudes and branch currents should be within their reasonable ranges.
Besides, it can be found in (1) that the expression
is just the squared current magnitude of the branch ij, so we
. Furthermore, the optimization model can be exactly written as
where the objective function (4-a) is to maximize the total PV generation minus network losses and it equals to minimize the network losses minus the total PV generation, i.e., the objective function (4-b); equations (5)- (11) are the branch flow model from (1); constraints (12)- (13) refer to nodal voltage magnitude and branch current limits; (14)- (16) denote the operating region of each PV inverter: if the j-th PV inverter is chosen to provide ancillary services (i.e., z j = 1), the operating region is (2) and if the j-th PV inverter will not provide ancillary services (i.e., z j = 0), the operating region is (3); constraint (17) refers to the expression of the branch current; constraint (18) offers the budget of PV inverters for ancillary services, i.e., to choose the given number of controlled inverters considering the net operational cost of the residential feeders [21] .
B. Conic Relaxation and Mixed Integer Second Order Cone Programming Based Optimal Dispatch of PV Inverters
Technically, the OID strategies in (4)- (18) can be formulated as a mixed integer nonconvex programming (MINNP) model due to the nonconvex feasible region enclosed by the power flow equations. Referring to the state-of-the-art conic relaxation techniques, the non-convex power flow equations (1) can be relaxed using second-order cones. Thus, the model in (4)- (18) can be transformed into a mixed integer convex programming that can be tractably solved by commercial solvers, in contrast to the original mixed integer non-convex programming.
Firstly, a transformation given by (19) aims to utilize a new variable u j to replace U 2 j in the model of (4)- (18) .
Thus, the nonlinear terms in the constraints of (6), (8), (10) and (11) induced by U 2 j will be eliminated, which leads to affine equalities as
Moreover, it should be noted that after the reformulation using u j , the variable U j will not appear in any constraint except for (12) . Since the square of the voltage magnitude is always positive, taking the square of (12) gives
Secondly, after the above reformulation, the nonconvex property only exists in the quadratic equalities of (17) . To address this problem, the conic relaxation techniques are utilized to relax (17) into inequalities. Thus, it gives
Mathematically, (20) can be reformulated as a standard second-order cone formulation:
Additionally, it can be observed in (15) and (16) that there are bilinear terms z j P s,j , which are non-convex. Fortunately, these bilinear terms are formed by one continuous variable multiplying one binary variable, which can be exactly reformulated using the Big M approach [34] [35] as follows:
where M is a large number and T s,j is a dummy variable.
According to the above transformations, the original optimization model (4)- (18) is relaxed into a 0-1 mixed integer second-order cone programming as follows:
s.t. (5), (7), (9), (13) 
III. TWO-STAGE ROBUST OPTIMIZATION AND COLUMN-AND-CONSTRAINT GENERATION ALGORITHM
Traditionally, the optimal dispatch model for active power curtailment of PV generation in distribution networks is only conducted under one deterministic snapshot. Considering the uncertainties of PV generation output, the optimal selection of the critical PV converters for providing ancillary services may be different. Thus, a two-stage robust optimization model is set up to select the optimal subset of PV inverters, which is feasible, and thus robust, for any realization of the uncertain PV active power output. Specifically, the first stage variables are binary variables for selecting PV converters, which are served as the "here-and-now" decisions (i.e., they cannot be changed no matter how the uncertainty varies). The second stage variables are continuous variables for dispatching the real and reactive power operating points of PV systems, which are regarded as the "wait-and-see" decisions that can be adjusted with respect to the real PV generation output [36] [37] . In addition, the twostage robust optimal dispatch model can be formulated as
with
where Δ is the uncertainty set that denotes the uncertain maximum available PV power output, and Z is the feasible region of the binary variables. Then, the two-stage robust centralized-optimal dispatch model (33)-(36) can be compactly written as
Given the first-stage discrete decision z * , the following subproblem can be obtained: 
Furthermore, the above "max-min" bi-level programming model can be solved using the duality theory for the inner "min" linear programming model, which is equal to a single-level "max" model as
where π 1 , π 2 and π 3 are dual variables for the constraints of (41), (42) and (43) 
The two-stage robust model has a master-and-sub problem structure, where the Master Problem (MP) tries to find a lower bound of the original model and the Sub Problem (SP) aims to search an upper bound. Then, some cut planes are added into the SP to improve the lower bound, being an iterative process, where the lower bound increases and the upper bound decreases. Finally, the optimal solution is obtained until the gap between the upper and the lower bounds is small enough [38] . Note that the MP and SP models are mixed integer second-order cone programming models that can be tractably handled.
For a given gap ε, the complete procedure of the CCG method for the two-stage robust centralized-optimal dispatch can be described as
Step 1:
Step 2: Solve the (MP) model:
Obtain the optimal solution ( z * , η * , y l * ) with l = 1, 2, .., k and update the lower bound LB = η * (66)
Step 3 is infeasible, create variables y k +1 and add the following constraints to MP
Step 5: Update k = k + 1 and go back to Step 2. 
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. 33-Bus Test System
As shown in Fig. 3 , a 33-bus radial distribution network exemplified in [39] , was analyzed in this section with the proposed method considering uncertainties in PV power generation. The proposed method was performed in MATLAB with the MOSEK commercial solver.
Here, 14 PV bases are considered and integrated into the 33-bus system with the capacity of each PV base being 300 kW. The uncertainty in PV generation is given by
, where α reflects the confidence interval of the forecasted value. It is obvious that a large α results in large uncertainties in the PV output. Meanwhile, the joint control of active and reactive power proposed in [26] has been adopted, which leads the power factor angle of the PV system to be π/2. In addition, the factor of load and PV output curve is given in Fig. 4 , which depicts that the load curve has "double peaks" during 8:00 a.m.∼13:00 p.m. and 17:00 a.m.∼21:00 p.m., while the PV system generates power only during the daytime 6:00 a.m.∼20:00 p.m.
In order to compare the proposed two-stage robust centralized-optimal dispatch approach (denoted as RA) with the traditional Deterministic Approach (DA) by randomly generating 10000 scenarios through the Monte Carlo simulations to find the Worst-Case scenario (WC). curtailed active power (η Curtailed ) and optimal objective value (η Ob jective ).
For the case with the uncertainty level being 20% and the budget factor of PV systems for ancillary services being K = 5, the traditional method DA and the proposed approach RA are compared in Fig. 5 . Therein, Fig. 5 shows that the results of the optimal selection of PV systems for ancillary services by the RA and DA approaches are different. Moreover, it is interesting to find that the #5 and #15 PV systems are always selected during the daytime by the DA scheme, while the #2, #3, #7, #9 and #17 PV systems are always out of selection by both methods. This implies that the #5 and #15 PV systems are critical for improving the condition of active distribution network considering PV uncertainties.
Moreover, the errors in network losses (η Loss ), curtailed active power (η Curtailed ) and optimal objective value (η Ob jective ) between the RA and DA approaches are depicted in Fig. 6 , which shows that during 1:00∼5:00 a.m. and 21:00∼24:00p.m., there is no uncertain power generation. Thus, both methods give the same optimal selection. During 6:00∼9:00 a.m. and 18:00∼20:00 p.m., when the power generation is relatively small, the RA and DA approaches also give the same optimal selection, leading to zero errors of η Loss , η Curtailed and η Ob jective . In contrast, during 10:00 a.m. ∼17:00 p.m., the power generation is large and the uncertainties have a significant impact on the results of the two methods. Consequently, the RA can achieve less network losses than the worst case of the DA, but it results in more curtailment of PV power. Notably, the total reduction of network losses by the RA is much more than the loss of PV generation. As a result, the optimal objective value by the RA is much better than that of the worst case of DA. This implies that the proposed robust optimization RA can achieve better performance than what the DA does.
Furthermore, the curtailed power and voltage magnitude in active distribution network over 24 hours are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Here, we set the voltage magnitude limit to be within [0.95, 1.05] p.u. During 10:00 a.m.∼17:00 p.m., the solar irradiation is strong and the power flow becomes reverse, so voltage magnitudes at the PV system buses increase along with the PV generation units to the upper bound (1.05 p.u.). Meanwhile, the network losses will also increase due to the high penetration of PV systems. However, the optimal dispatch of PV inverters allows curtailing PV generation and absorbing more reactive power to alleviate the violation of the voltage magnitude and reduce the total network losses, so that the total real power surplus is maximized.
In addition, impacts of the budget factor K and uncertainty α on the error η between the proposed RA and the worst case of the DA are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . The results imply that, Fig. 9 . Impact of the budget factor K on the error η. by increasing either the budget factor K or the uncertainty α, more network losses will be reduced (i.e., η Loss decreases) in the case of the RA, whereas more PV generation will be curtailed (i.e., η Curtailed increases). However, the total real power surplus η Ob jective is also increasing, which illustrates that the RA method attains better optimal value than the worst case of DA especially for larger uncertainties and budget factors. Obviously, a larger budget factor K means that there are more PV systems participating in ancillary services, which gives a rise to enough reactive power control and improves the system condition.
In particular, it is interesting to find that when 0 < K < 5, η Ob jective is increased significantly with the increase of the budget factor K, whereas when K > 6, η Ob jective only increases slightly with the increase of the budget factor K. This suggests that the robust optimization needs only a fraction of PV systems to participate into ancillary services to achieve a majority of benefits (i.e., total real power surplus) comparing to the worst case of the DA. Moreover, more benefits will be obtained from the robust optimization under larger uncertainties.
B. 123-Bus Test System
For this test system, the topology is shown in Fig. 11 , where 20 PV bases are considered with the capacity of each PV base being 300 kW. The factor of load and PV output curve in Fig. 4 is also adopted. Since the location of PV arrays may have an impact on the optimization results, two configurations are thus studied for comparison. In the first configuration, the PV arrays are connected to the buses {2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 33, 35, For the case with the uncertainty level being 20% and the budget factor of PV systems for ancillary services being K = 5, the results on the two configurations by the proposed robust optimization approach are compared in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . It can be observed in Fig. 12 that PV systems at bus #5 and #118 are selected for the first configuration, whereas neither is utilized for the second configuration. This implies that the location of PV arrays affects the selection of the critical PV inverters for providing ancillary services.
Meanwhile, the impacts of the budget factor K on the error η for the two configurations are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . Similar results as in the 33-bus system can be observed that, an increase in the budget factor K will result in that more network losses will be reduced (i.e., η Loss decreases). Thus, more PV generation will be curtailed (i.e., η Curtailed increases). To sum up, the total real power surplus η Ob jective increases as a result. However, for the first configuration, when 0 < K < 5, η Ob jective increases significantly; whilst K > 6, η Ob jective only increases slightly along with the increase of the budget factor K. In contrast, for the second configuration, the threshold of the budget factor K is 7. That is to say, when 0 < K < 7, η Ob jective has a substantial increase; while K > 7, η Ob jective only increases slightly along with the budget factor increase. Moreover, when comparing Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , it can be found that:
1) For the same budget factor K, η Loss of the first configuration is smaller than that of the second configuration; 2) η Curtailed of the first configuration is larger than that of the second configuration; and 3) η Ob jective of the first configuration is larger than that of the second configuration. This implies that the location of PV arrays will affect the optimal number of the selected critical PV inverters for providing ancillary services as well as the value of network losses and curtailed PV power.
V. CONCLUSION
A two-stage robust optimal inverter dispatch model to address the uncertainties of PV generation in active distribution networks has been proposed. The proposed solution aims to find a robust optimal solution while satisfying all the constraints under any possible realization within the uncertain PV power output. Then, a mixed integer second order cone programming model is set up with respect to the conic relaxation based branch flow formulation. Furthermore, a new column-and-constraint generation algorithm is utilized to solve the proposed two-stage robust optimal inverter dispatch model based on second order cone programming. The comparison with the deterministic approach on a 33-bus test system shows that the robust optimization approach can obtain much better optimal value under the worst case than the deterministic approach with the consideration of the uncertainties in PV system power generation. Moreover, more benefits will be obtained from the robust optimization under even larger uncertainty conditions. Finally, the proposed two-stage robust optimal inverter dispatch model has been designed for selecting the optimal subset of PV inverters against the uncertainties in PV generation output in the day-ahead operation. The results can provide optimal strategy for the PV customers who want to participate into ancillary services. Moreover, the framework of the proposed second-order cone programming based column-and-constraint generation algorithm is a general method for the AC power flow based robust optimization, which can be extended to other applications in the distribution networks.
